Call for Papers, International Teaching and Learning Conference 2019:

This conference aims to provide a forum in which political science educators from different countries and contexts can come together to explore these challenges and share their experiences and teaching practices. We welcome contributions which explore the challenges faced in national, international, or comparative contexts. We also welcome different approaches to understanding populism and the challenges that it may present to political science educators in different contexts.

We invite proposals in the following categories:

- Papers or Panels. Either individual papers reporting research findings or providing a critical account of practice, or panels bringing together at least four papers relating to a coherent theme.
- Interactive workshops. Proposals to run sessions that provide participants with a structured opportunity to explore a challenging area of political science education in a collaborative session.
- Short talks. We invite proposals for short 5 minute talks in the style of TED Talks, that present a concise summary of an argument or an idea related to the conference theme.
- Roundtables. We invite proposals from individuals who would be interested in participating in a roundtable discussion on one of the conference themes.
- Open stream. To encourage innovative approaches to developing learning, the open stream invites any proposal for an activity that is designed to facilitate critical inquiry addressing the conference theme.

All proposals for panels or workshops should give consideration to gender balance and the promotion of equality and diversity. The standard time for panels and workshops will be 90 minutes.